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Solving a relativistic quasipotential equation 
for a sum of a nonlocal separable interactions

Yu. D. Chernichenko*
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246746 Gomel, Belarus

Solving of the finite-difference quasipotential equation involving a total quasipo
tential simulating the interaction of two relativistic spinless particles of unequal 
masses is obtained. The total interaction consisting of the superposition of a lo
cal and a sum of a nonlocal separable quasipotentials is the spherically symmetric 
quasipotential and it admits one true bound state. The problem is investigated 
within the relativistic quasipotential approach to quantum field theory. Explicit ex
pressions are ob
tained for the additions of the phase shift and their properties are investigated, the 
conditions under which bound states may exist are determined and the Levinson 
theorem is generalized.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main advantage of nonlocal separable potentials is that the partial-wave t-matrix for 

such potentials has a very simple form, and this makes it possible to continue it directly off 
the energy shell. Just this property is of paramount importance in nuclear physics and in 
a many-body problems. In particular, nonlocal separable interactions were used in solving 
Faddeev equations to the three-body problem. This approach also proved to be fruitful in 
solving the nonrelativistic inverse problem [1-5]. However, it cannot be applied to essentially 
relativistic systems [6, 7]. For example, for systems consisting of light quarks, the contribution 
of relativistic corrections to the interaction Hamiltonian appears to be comparable with the 
main nonrelativistic term.

The quasipotential approach [8] has still remained one, of the efficient methods for a rela
tivistic description of two-body systems [9-12]. In the present study, the problem of solving 
the finite-difference quasipotential equation with a total quasipotential is considered within the 
relativistic quasipotential approach to quantum field theory [13]. The total quasipotential sim
ulating the interaction between two relativistic spinless particles of unequal masses (m, m2)
is the superposition of a local and a sum of a nonlocal separable quasipotentials. Besides, we 
will consider that the total interaction admits the existence of one true bound state and it's 
the local part w(p) is known and is in accord with experimental data at low energies. Restrict
ing our consideration to the case of spherically symmetric forces, we therefore take the total 
interaction in the form
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V (p, 0) = w (p) 6 (р' - p) + '2l + V ElrMm (p) Vhn (р') Pl
1=0 m=l

where Pi (z) is a Legendre function of the first kind; p = |p|, p' — |//|; and гіт = ±1. In the 
system of units where h = c = 1, the relativistic analog of the differential Schrodinger equation 
for the wave function Ф,. (p) in the configuration representation for particles of unequal masses 
with a quasipotential (1) is then given by [14]

— [cosh ^A'^J + - sinh ^A'^ J - —2^ exp ^А'-J - cosh x'j Ф, (p) + (2)

+ У dpV (p, р') Ф?' (р') = О,

where is the angular part of the Laplace operator, A' = 1/m' is the Compton wavelength 
connected with the effective relativistic particle of mass т' = y/mffrE, and p = m'2/ (mi -F m2).

We note that, within of the given approach Eq.(2) describes scattering of an effective rel
ativistic particle of a mass m' having a relative 3-momentum if and the total particle energy 
y/Sj in the c.m. frame being proportional to the energy E,^ of the effective relativistic particle 
of mass m! [14], that is

= (т'/ц)Е^, = у/m'2 + д’2 = m'coshX', (3)

where V is the rapidity of the effective particle.
Following [15], we expand the wave function ^(p) in partial waves as

Ф, (p) = £ (2Z + 1) - 9' = HI■
t? P \4P /

Equation (2) can then be recast into the form

[v + (1 + V’ - 2 cosh xf + W (r)] (r, x') + (4)

Ml
4" Elm^lm (?) 

m=l

where V = exp (-id/dr), V* = exp (id/dr), Vim (r) = (p),

r(2) _ r^r _|_ (pj jm12, p — A'r, p' — XIE.

Thus, the possibility of representing the total energy of two relativistic spinless particles of 
unequal masses in the c.m. frame as a quantity that is proportional to the energy of one effective 
relativistic particle of mass m' enables us to reduce, within this approach, the relativistic 
problem of two bodies having unequal masses to a one-body problem.

The present study is devoted to solving Eq. (4) W'ith the boundary condition

М°.х') = °> (5)
to obtaining the expression for the additions of the phase shift to investigating the conditions 
of existence bound states and to generalizing the Levinson theorem for a superposition of a 
local and a sum of a nonlocal separable quasipotentials. Besides, we will consider that the total 
interaction admits the existence of the only true bound state.

dr'Vim (г') ^і (г', х') = О,
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2. Wave function and the additions of the phase shift

In order that a unique solution to Eq.(4) with the boundary condition in (5) to have, the 
local quasipotential W (r) and the components Vim(r) of the nonlocal separable quasipotential 
must satisfy the conditions

rW (r) 6 Lr (0,oo), rVim (r) € Li (0, oo), m = 1,2,.... Mi. (6)

This means that the regular solution pi(r. %') of Eq.(4) at eim = 0 with the boundary condition 
(0, V) = 0 in the case where the local quasipotential W(r) not admits the existence of bound 

states, will satisfy the orthogonality and completeness properties [16]

00 oo

l^r,x)^x') = (7)

о i

where the spectral density is in this case given by

dpi(coshx)/d(coshx) = sinh ^(xWx), n(x) = (2/Tr)Q?(cothx) , (8)

E = E4/m! — cosh x > 1.

Here, Qi(z) is a Legendre function of the second kind, and (x) is the Jost function for the 
local quasipotential W(r) and is related to the corresponding phase shift (у) by the equation

F^M = [-<(*)] ■
The solution to Eq. (4) with the boundary condition in (5) will search by means of the 

iterations by using the integral transformation of the wave function defined by the wave-function 
of the proceding step. We consider on the first step of iteration the superposition of W(r) 
and follows that we must find the solution ^^(лу') to Eq.(4) at n = I
satisfying the boundary condition in the form of (5). The properties (7) permit us to introduce 
the relativistic integral transformations

OO ОС
V^4x',x) = Уігі^\т,х!^‘ (r,x)i VnXx) = УdrVn[r)^ (r,x), (9)

0 0

oo oo
І’і1\г,х') = Idp{°\coshx')‘ii>i14x',x')^i04r,x), Vn(r) = fdp^fyoshy)^^)^ 

where dpj°\coshy)/d(coshy) = dp;(coshy)/d(coshy), and the function ts]0,(r,y) = 
satisfies the properties (7). Using the results of article [16] we should then have

x') = ^’(r, x') + ^nNn^P Jdp^icosh cosh^y !

Mi(x') = enV]i0)'(y')/$n(coshx') , tan <5IV|1 (х') = -(тг/2)еаsinh '(x'MnM/Mcoshx') =
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oo

Ф/1(СО8Ь/) = Ell + ^P [dx—J"—, Al(x') = Ецт^) |^O)(V)I , 2 J cosh x ~ cosh x 1 *
о

where P means the principal value. Besides, the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function 
is

tfW) = [cosd^Cx')] sin [г/ - у + + О (e
адсопіх)і J L 2 j

r —* oo.

Here, ^(х') = ^(X1) + ^(х') is the total phase shift corresponding to the first step of 
iteration, and (х') is its the addition due to the component Vh (H of the separable interaction, 
and besides ^"(х') (the true bound states are absent). Moreover, the function x') 
will satisfy the orthogonality and completeness properties:

1121
J dpi '(coshx)Mcoshx)

OO
У dp^coshxH1’^, х^Чг', x) = 6(r - r), 

i
where the spectral density is now given by

dpp’(coshx) _ dp;0’(coshx) 
d(cosh x) d(cosh x)

[cos^fx)] (13)

Therefore, the properties (12) enable us to continue the process of iterations, 
n

Consider now the superposition of W(r) and £ е(тИт(г)Ит(^) (n = 1Д—, M). In 
m—1

order to solve (4) with such an interaction, we will use the orthogonality and completeness 
properties for the wave function х')- These the properties has the following form:

Jdnp^^x)^" ^V.x') 

о

5(coshx — coshx') 
dp^^lcosh x) / d(cosh x)

(14)

У dp^ ‘’(coshxW;" 'Ч^хУф'Г ^’(г', x) = Л(г' - г)

where

dpjn ^(coshx) _ dp^1 (coshx) 
dfcosh x) d(cosh x)

П [cOS^"^)] , 
m—1

(15)n = 1,2,...,M;.

Here ^‘“(x) is the addition of phase shift due to the component Vim(r) of the separable inter
action, and besides |<5(У|™ (x)| < тг (m = 1,2,..., Mi — 1). In other words, at each step we use the 

integral transformations defined by X)- These the transformations has the following
form:
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^n)(x',x) = Уdr^n\r,x’)^n ir(r,x), Vin П(х) = УdrVln(r)w^ (r,x), (16)

0 0

^(г,^) = f d^ ^coshx)^^^^
oo 1 _ (17)

И„(г) = f dp{” ’’(coshx)/!" ’’(хМ^клх): n= 1,2, ...,Mt. 
1

By applying the transformations (17) to Eq.(4) with such an interaction, we then obtain

(cosh/ - coshx^ktX^x) = ^еіпЛ’ы(х')/!'‘~'’(хл (18)

where

Ж(х') = 7 dr'Vin(V)^n\r', /) = / dp^' ’’(coshx)^"^/, x)/^4’ (x),

n= 1,2,..., Mi.

Now' note that by virtue of the conditions in (6) we have the asymptotic expression for the 
wave function ^("’(r, x') in the form

л ■ ft ""n к - t++° • <»>
r —* oo,

where = «^(xO + D ^’"(x') is the total phase shift (n = 1,2,..., Mj).
m=l

Besides, the function /^""(x) is everywhere continuous and that the function 

Qi(cothx) П cos [jiV'™(x)]x

x/!"~”(x) 1 is differentiable for all x > 0. Moreover, we find from (16) that

Q^coth x) П cos [^(x)] V^Xx) КМГ1 = 0(1), ІХІ - oo, (21) 
m=l

v^M = o(i), x - o,

provided that the conditions in (6) hold.
For scattering states IE' — coshx' >1), the solution to Eq. (4) is given by

Cx', x) = “ + ' (22)
dp, 1 (coshx)/d(coshx) 2 coshx coshx

where the factor in front of the 6-function was chosen in accordance with the normalization of 
the wave function, that is at e/n s 0 the representation in (17) for , x') must lead to the 
solution x') (n = 1,2,..., Mi). Substituting the solution in (22) into the representation
in (17) for ^n\r,x') and (19) we obtain
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1 7 ^(r vi
^(r,^ = ^Ч^х') + ^lnNin(x')PJ dp[n ’ (cosh у) incoshy Jcoshy - (23)

1

Mn(x') = е(пі^"’Чх9/Фйсо5Ьу'), (24)

where 
00

$in(cosh V) = eln + ^P [ dX ,|Ш. „ (25)
2 J cosh у — cosh x

о

A„(x) = ei„n(x) П [cosC'"W] ^"^(x)]2, n = 1,2,..., M,. (26)
m=l

The principal values of the integrals in (23) and (25) exist since the function V^Xx) is 
differentiable and since, by virtue of the conditions in (21), these integrals converge at both 
limits.

By using the asymptotic expression in (20) for ФіПІЧг, x')< the solution in (23) represent in 
the form

^4r,x4 = оУЗ) П [cos 1 sin p - 7 + ^V)] -

2тп J (x)| (cosh x ~ cosh x ) 
-oo 

n—1П [сов^М] 
m=l

x

x exp p fr* -—■ + ^(n j + О (е’,гг/4) , r -> oo.

The principal value of the integral in the last equality can easily be calculated for r —» oo if we 
use the relation

------— = гтг5(а) + P I — I , n —» +0, 
a - it} \aj

and then apply the residue theorem in performing integration along the boundary of the region 
0 < Imy < тг/2. The result is

■' - П "in [’У - 7 + «Г"«] - 

-!?S^rn M-и ~ К ?+r v>]+

+0 (e~’”74) , Г-4ОО.

(27)

Finally, taking into account the expressions (24) - (26), we set

tan^Cx') = -(7r/2)£Jnsinh 1(х')Лп(х')/фь(совЬ /), n = 1,2, (28)

The asymptotic behaviour of the wave function in (27) is then given by the expression in (20).
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3. Bound states and Levinson theorem
Suppous that there exists at least one bound state at energy E^ = cosh y '"' > 0 (n = 

1 2, Mi)- The solution of Eq. (18) has then the form

#П)(хЧх) = Лл(  ̂ о-1.2......w,.. (29)
Lt Jo 11 V Ej' '

The substitution of the solutions in (29) into to equality in (19) leads to an equation for 
eigenvalues

oo
Фіп (E^) = Sln + ^P [dX • = 0, n = l,2,...,M;. (30)

z 2 J cosh x — EM
о

Eq. (30) may have solutions at £/„ = ±1 for the spurious bound states associated with the 
component VJn(r) of the separable interaction whose energies satisfies the condition

E,nl cosh yi"’ > 1 г. ein = l, ,ESk £in = _lt n = 1>2_M(. (31>

At the same time, from Eq. (30) it follows that the values of ein = -1 corresponds to the true 
bound states of the total interaction whose energies E^ lies in the range

0 < E^ = coshy^ < 1, x*"1 = 0 < < я/2, n — 1,2, ...,Mi. (32)

However, the expressions in (14) and (15) will have the place provided the true bound states 
are absent at n = 1,2,Mi - 1, whereas at n — Mi it may be. This is so provided that

OO _ .
9 /* _ _ r t 2 I 12- J dX J] [cos^x)] I < 1 (33)

о 10=1
at £i„ = —1, n = 1, 2, ■■■, Mi — 1 (the true bound states are absent), wheares

9 °? Mrl r 12 I |2
-Idxil [cos^x)] > 1 (34)

о m=1
at еші = — 1 (there exists the only true bound state at n = Mi). The last conditions is 
associated with the fact that, for any l,x > 0, the function gi(x) is bounded, that is

_,.л 1 <2?(cothx)
9iW ?T------ гД2 cosh x - E)

< maxp^x) ®
7T(tanhXmax)2i 

4,+1 COSh Xmax
1 + 1 12 1 ,
2T+3tanh <

For the case of spurious bound states at energies (31) the asymptotic behaviour of the wave 
function takes the form (27), where the first term is omitted, that is

^Псо8[^(х'"’)]х 

m—1

, r -too, n = 1,2,..., Mi.

,(n), (n), einNin(xTk)Qi)co^X^k)Vi^ 4
-------------

X cos -~ + + О
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From this relation, it follows that the wave function asymptotically tends to zero,
provided that

(хл) =0, n = l,2,...,M(. (35)

Since the boundary condition (5) is also satisfied, spurious bound states associated with the 
component V(„(r)of the separable interaction correspond to the energies in (31). Moreover, 
fulfillment of the conditions in (30) and (35) means that, at the energy values in (31), the 
phase-shift additions ^‘"(х') decreases with increasing х', passing through the values rrk (k = 
{0,1,..., — 1, = 1; 1,2,= -1; n = 1,2,Mi}). This is because both the
numerator and the denominator on the right-hand side of the equality in (28) vanish at these 
energy values by virtue of the conditions in (30) and (35). But it follows from the definitions in 
(25) and (26) that the functions Ф/п(созЬ х') and A[n (х') exist and are differentiable. Moreover, 
the function Ain (х') has a zero of at least the second order at the points х' = Xfk> while the 
function Ф;„ (созЬ х') has, at these points, only a simple zero since

d^in (cosh х') I 1 . , W f J = -smhx}/ / dx
о

kMx)l
cosh x. - cosh x^

0.

This means that, at х' = X/iu the quantity tan^" (х') vanishes and changes sign, that is

(x(fk) = як, k = 0,1,..., -1, em = l, (х')
1,2,..., г/*"’, S(„ —-1, dx' <0, n = 1,2, 

. (n)

If the denominator on the right-hand side of (28) does not vanish at х' = Х^, the additions of 
the phase shift will only touch the straight lines = лк (к is an integer) from above or from 
below, but it will not intersect them. Besides, studying the behaviour of ^(x1) aa a function 
of у', one can obtain the values of the energies E^ at which spurious bound states exist. At 
the same time, the values of one can determine by the sign of the phase-shift additions 
S^(x') at high energies (х' —» +oo). By using the astimate in (21) and expression (28), we 
finally find that tan 5^'" (oo) = 0. This means that, we can choose the function ^"(х') in such 
a way as to ensure fulfillment of the condition

бУ" (oo) = 0, n= 1,2,...,Mi. (36)

Let us now consider the conditions of existence the only true bound state with energy in 
(32) associated with the total interaction (n = Mi). The energy E^1-1 of given the only true 
bound state will determine as the root, of equation (30) provided that the conditions in (33) and 
(34) are satisfied. Obviously, the boundary condition (5) is satisfied for given state, and that 
its wave function asymptotically tends to zero for r-> oo. This can be proven by substituting 
the solution in (29) into transformation (17) for ф[п\г, х') at n = Mi , by using the asymptotic 
behaviour of the wave function in (20) for х'), and there upon performing integration
along the boundary of the region 0 < Imx < it/2 by means of the residue theorem. As a result, 
we have

^M‘\r,XtM‘^) = О (exp J-rmin тг/4^^ , г —> oo.
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In order to obtain the Levinson theorem, we will use the results reported in [15, 16]. Taking 
into consideration the condition (36) and usual Levinson theorem for a local quasipotentiai that 
does not admit bound states, that is

^(O) - йГ(оо) = = 0,

we then obtain

^‘"(O) = 7г(<Т|П) — n -= 1,2, .... Mt. (37)

Here is the number of spurious bound states associated with the component Vt„(r) of the 
separable interaction at the energies in (31), and cr^^ is the number of true bound states of the 
total interaction at. the energies in (32), moreover

{0, Ei„ — 1, n = 1,2,M^
0, eln = -1, n = 1,2,...,Mt - 1;
1, £iMt = -1, n = Mt.

4. Conclusion
Solving of the finite-difference quasipotentiai equation involving a total quasipotentiai simu

lating the interaction of two relativistic spinless particles of unequal masses is obtained. The 
total interaction consisting of the superposition of a local quasipotentiai and a sum of nonlocal 
separable quasipotentials is the spherically symmetric quasipotentiai and it admits the only 
true bound state. The problem is investigated within the relativistic quasipotentiai approach 
to quantum field theory. Besides, the local component of the total interaction is supposed to 
be known and that it is in accord with experimental data at low energies. The given method 
is directly associated with the orthogonality and completeness properties for the partial wave 
function of the local quasipotentiai. It has been shown that the orthogonality and completeness 
properties for the partial wave function associated with the superposition of a local quasipo
tentiai and a sum a nonlocal separable quasipotentials are also satisfied and this has provided 
us the process of iterations. This has permitted us to find an explicit expressions for the phase
shift additions and to investigate their properties, to determine the conditions under which the 
true and spurious bound states may exist, and to generalize the Levinson theorem.
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